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What is Link DetWhat is Link Detoox Boostx Boost??
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What is the Link DetWhat is the Link Detoox Boostx Boost??

If you are like the thousands of webmasters who suffered from a Google Penalty (whether it being an
algorithmic penalty or a manual action penalty) on any of the Google updates, then you will know by now
how frustrating it can be to play the waiting game with Google. Even after you have done everything “by the
book” according to Google’s recommendations, uploading your disavow files, then waiting for Google to
not count all the potential harmful links that are hurting your rankings can be a very slow and painful
process. We have been using this technology for years to remove Google penalties and now its your turn to
use Link Detox Boost.

Link Detox Boost® forces the Googlebot to come around and crawl the bad links you have already
disavowed, and values the Disavow command knowing what links not to count towards your site anymore.
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StStep bep by Sty Step Naep Navigation of Link Detvigation of Link Detooxx
BoostBoost
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Starting Link DetStarting Link Detoox Boostx Boost

SSttep 1ep 1

You can start a new Link Detox Boost report from your LinkResearchTools “Start Report” dashboard

Or you can run a Link Detox Boost on all of the links that you have already marked as disavowed from
directly inside your Link Detox reports. This function will be marked green as soon as you have already
added links to your disavow file.
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SSttep 2ep 2

Enter your URL

SSttep 3ep 3

Once you have entered your URL you have 3 ways you can Boost the links that you have already disavowed.

OpOption 1:tion 1:
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The first method is to copy and paste the URLs into this text box.

OpOption 2:tion 2:

The second option is to use the Disavow file that you have already uploaded to your LinkResearchTools
account.

OpOption 3:tion 3:

And the third option is to get the disavow file from Google Webmaster Tools and upload it using our simple
upload function.

SSttep 4ep 4

After you submit a disavow file to Google, using the Google Disavow Tool, you need to wait for 48 hours and
then start a BOOST report for the links you disavowed. Link Detox Boost will push Google to re-visit your
disavowed links, and it will show you the exact date when Google re-crawled each link.

Right after you upload your Disavow file to Google, you can now schedule a Link Detox Boost report to start
with a delay of 48 hours. This way, you will not forget to run a Link Detox Boost report. Remember, this is a
must-do after you upload a new disavow file to Google Search Console.
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SSttep 5ep 5

Then all you need to do is agree to the terms and conditions and click “Run Link Detox Boost”.

SSttart a Link Deart a Link Dettoox BOOSx BOOST aftT after doer downlownloading the disavading the disavoow filew file

After you downloaded the disavow file from inside your Link Detox report you can start a Link Detox Boost
report.
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Explanation of RExplanation of Report Sectionseport Sections

RReport Infeport Informaormationtion

In the Report Information you can find a lot of useful information about the report:

1. The Project the report belongs to
2. The date the report was created and the date the report was started. You can also see the date the

report was last reprocessed.
3. Your analyzed domain. To get more context actions for this domain, click the dropdown next to the

domain
4. How man pages you have uploaded to the report
5. Here you can also Re-run the report. This means that the report will be started again with the same

setting. Please note that a re-run of a report costs credits. You can also export your results as .CSV and
.XLSX
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Link DeLink Dettails Tails Tableable

In the link details table you can see the date when each page has been crawled by Google the last time, as
well as the Boost status. Right after you have started your Link Detox Boost report you will notice that the
“Last Google Crawl Date” will be marked as “Not checked yet (please reprocess)” this means that the URL
has been boosted and now we are waiting for the page to be re-crawled by Google.

Moreover, on the side of each found link in the detail table, a dropdown appears next to the link for more
context actions. By simply clicking on the side of the link, quick details such as LRT Power*Trust, LVT,
Number of Backlinks, DomPop will be displayed on the Context Menu for Page, Domain or Root Domain of
the relevant link.

Here is what you can see in the Context Menu for Page, Domain or Root Domain for every link shown in the
Details table of your report.
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RRepreprococess Last Craess Last Crawl Dwl Datatee

In order to update the "last Google Crawl Date" section please click on the Reprocess button above the
details table. After you reprocess your Link Detox Boost report you will notice that the last Google Crawl
Date will be generated for the URLs that have already been crawled by Google. You will need to continue to
reprocess your report to see updated information on the last crawl date.

You will not be charged any credits for reprocessing.
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Export OExport Optionption

Exporting the data from your Link Detox Boost report is easy, simply click on the CSV or XLSX link above the
details table to initiate the download.

CCSV or XLSV or XLSXSX

Once your CSV or XLSX file is downloaded to your computer you can then use them for your own internal
reporting.
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FFAQAQ
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HHow long should I wait befow long should I wait beforore running Link Dete running Link Detoox Boost aftx Boost after I uploaded mer I uploaded my disay disavow file tvow file to Googleo Google
SearSearch Console (ch Console (GSC)?GSC)?

Please make sure you uploaded the disavowed links to GSC at least 48 hours before running Link Detox
Boost, that you got confirmation that Google received the file, and ONLY upload the file that you gave
Google.

After you submit a disavow file to Google, using the Google Disavow Tool, you need to wait for 48 hours and
then start a BOOST report for the links you disavowed. Link Detox Boost will push Google to re-visit your
disavowed links, and it will show you the exact date when Google re-crawled each link.

Right after you upload your Disavow file to Google, you can now schedule a Link Detox Boost report to start
with a delay of 48 hours. This way, you will not forget to run a Link Detox Boost report. Remember, this is a
must-do after you upload a new disavow file to Google Search Console.
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Is the Link DetIs the Link Detoox Boost® driven bx Boost® driven by the disay the disavow filevow file??

Yes.

Like the whole link detox risk management process we introduced with “Round-Trip disavows” Link
Detox Boost is driven by the disavow file that you manage between multiple runs of Link Detox.

But you can also upload disavow files created manually or in third party tools.
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Is Link DetIs Link Detoox Boost® ax Boost® available in all plansvailable in all plans??

The Link Detox Boost is available for Superhero, Enterprise, Link Detox Consultant, Link Detox Agency
and Link Detox Enterprise accounts.
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Can I use all mCan I use all my link data soury link data sourcces on boost likes on boost like Google Seare Google Search Console (ch Console (GSC) or MajesticGSC) or Majestic??

Actually we even strongly encourage you to use as many link sources and link data files you have, just
like we did with Link Detox in general. Every single link counts, so upload whatever you have. Thanks to
our aggregation, deduplication and verification of those files it doesn’t matter if they are years old! Yes,
your link building reports you bought for cheap in 2006 from cheap labor countries will work as well.
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IIf I had a manual action penalty rf I had a manual action penalty removed and memoved and my traffic has not fully ry traffic has not fully rececoverovered so med so my sity site ise is
struggling on ranking - should I use booststruggling on ranking - should I use boost??

Yes. We recommend to boost all disavowed links in general, proactively and on an ongoing basis to
support your link risk management.
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Will the tWill the tool be aool be available as a standalone tvailable as a standalone tool?ool?

No the Link Detox Boost® is only available in the Link Detox plans and in the LinkResearchTools from
Superhero plan and up.
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Can Link DetCan Link Detoox Boost® work with boosting disax Boost® work with boosting disavow file links fvow file links for domains fror domains from diffom differerent cent countriesountries??

Yes, all of our tools work for different countries.
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HHow fast can Link Detow fast can Link Detoox Boost® workx Boost® work? H? How long does it takow long does it take fe for your new tor your new technology technology to boosto boost??

In the best case a recovery took 3 days, but depending on the amount of potentially bad links
disavowed the result could be different. E.g. if not enough links were disavowed Google might still not
be happy after this boost.
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Will Link DetWill Link Detoox Boost work if therx Boost work if there was no manual action but an algorithmic penaltye was no manual action but an algorithmic penalty

When launching Link Detox Boost, we confirmed it works for Manual Penalties. Now we can confirm it
also helps sites trying to recover from a Penguin penalty . First disavow your unwanted links, and then
use Link Detox BOOST to force Google to re-crawl those spammy links.

The client disavowed ~40% of his links on a Friday, reduced the Link Detox Risk (DTOXRISK®) to 207,
and started Link Detox Boost on Monday. The next day the Boosted site moved up 20 spots.
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Should I add the Google SearShould I add the Google Search Console links tch Console links to the Link Deto the Link Detoox befx beforore I booste I boost??

Yes, make sure you upload whatever your have as link data source into Link Detox.

However, you should only boost the links that you have actually disavowed
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Should I use boost if I haShould I use boost if I have rve receceived a manual penaltyeived a manual penalty??

We recommend following the important genesis steps found in our help.linkdetox.com before running
the Link Detox Boost. Afterwards you can create a Disavow File and upload it to Google.

When you have received the confirmation from Google and waited another 48 hours, then you can start
with Link Detox Boost.
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HHow long should I wait tow long should I wait to run the Link Deto run the Link Detoox Boost® aftx Boost® after I haer I have uploaded mve uploaded my disay disavow file tvow file to googleo google??

Please wait until you have received your confirmation mail from Google that they have received your
disavow file and then another 48 hours

Right after you upload your Disavow file to Google, you can now schedule a Link Detox Boost report to start
with a delay of 48 hours. This way, you will not forget to run a Link Detox Boost report. Remember, this is a
must-do after you upload a new disavow file to Google Search Console.
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Is boosting tIs boosting too manoo many links dangery links dangerousous? Should I boost slowly or should I just boost all the links aft? Should I boost slowly or should I just boost all the links afterer
Google has parGoogle has parsed the disased the disavow file that I uploaded tvow file that I uploaded to Googleo Google??

You should boost all the links which you have also uploaded in your disavow file. You can boost all the
links at once.
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Does the boost tDoes the boost tool also support the domain syntaxool also support the domain syntax??

Yes
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Can I use the Boost tCan I use the Boost tool multiple timesool multiple times??

If you only want to check if links were crawled, you have unlimited Reprocessing for that in your
reports.

For new Link Detox Boost runs (i.e. new links disavowed) you need additional credits and if you run out
of credits you can buy them in the upgrade section.
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HHow manow many cry credits does it cedits does it cost tost to run a Link Deto run a Link Detoox Boost®?x Boost®?

Currently you need one credit per 300 disavowed links/domains.

Therefore it’s “cheaper” to disavow on domain level (recommended for spammy domains) than on page
level.

WherWhere ce can I see hoan I see how many Crw many Creditedits I ss I still havtill havee??

In the Dashboard you can always see how many credits are left. At all times you can add more packages or
upgrade to another plan. Just click on “Account” to compare Plans and Pricing or to add Credit Add-Ons.

WhaWhat happens when I run lot happens when I run low on Crw on Crediteditss??

The first warning appears when you still have 5 credits left. You can simply click on “Add more Credits” to
purchase more Credits.

If you have run out of Credits, the Tool Icon turns grey and a warning appears. To use the Link Detox Boost
for your work, you can simply purchase new Credits by clicking on “Add more Credits”. You will be directed
to a page where you can decide which Credit Add-On suits you best.
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What does the Link DetWhat does the Link Detoox Boost® guarantx Boost® guaranteeee??

We guarantee that we do our best to make your disavows taken into account by Google. But since we
are not affiliated with Google in any way there’s no other guarantee at all.
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Is therIs there a limit on how mane a limit on how many links can be boosty links can be boosted?ed?

Technically the limit is maximum 150.000 links in one go at the moment.

Commercially it’s limited by the number of Link Detox Boost credits you have in your plan or buy as
add-on credits.
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Can you tCan you tell me morell me more about what advance about what advanced ted technology that Boost is usingechnology that Boost is using??

We cannot disclose all the details but we are using the advanced methods to push the Google bot in
many ways that are not hurting any guidelines.
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HHow long does it takow long does it take te to get out of Po get out of Penguinenguin??

It depends. You have to do a lot of link removal work and also upload the LINK DETOX disavow file to
Google and then it is up to Google how long it takes. Please also monitor your backlinks to be sure that
you will not receive new bad backlinks (ongoing Link Risk Management) and that you need new good
links. Please note as well that it might be necessary to wait until the next Google Update.

However, with the new Link Detox Boost we will be able to speed up the process noticeably!
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HHow do I know that the disaow do I know that the disavowed links I just uploaded havowed links I just uploaded have rve reached Googleeached Google? Will I get an email? Will I get an email
notificationnotification? H? How long will I haow long will I have tve to wait to wait to see the ro see the resultesult??

Google will take the disavowed links into account when they crawl them again. Unfortunately they will
not provide you with a confirmation mail or email notification (They only give you a confirmation that
you have uploaded the disavow file successfully). So it depends when your site will get crawled again.

However we strongly recommend you to use the advanced tool Link Detox Boost to speed up the
process of Google factoring in your disavow file.
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Does the Google DDoes the Google Disaisavow Tvow Tool only work if you submit a rool only work if you submit a receconsideration ronsideration requestequest??

We assume this is a myth. The Disavow Tool confirms your upload within 24-48 hours and from then on the
Google Crawlers have that information. The Link Detox Boost tool then furthermore helps get those
disavow commands to the Google Bot work in faster than they used to.
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When does Google takWhen does Google take the disae the disavowed links intvowed links into aco acccountount??

Unfortunately nobody knows exactly when Google takes the disavowed links into account. It can take
several weeks or even months. But we have also built the Boost tool that you can use to speed up the
process of Google crawling your disavowed links.
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Will the Link DetWill the Link Detoox Boost get linkx Boost get linked ted to the Google Wo the Google Webmastebmaster Acer Acccountount??

It is planned; however, not necessary.
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I had a sitI had a site that had a manual action. I did a fe that had a manual action. I did a few rew rounds of link rounds of link removal and disaemoval and disavowvow. The manual. The manual
action was raction was removed. Wemoved. Would you rould you rececommend Link Detommend Link Detoox Boost fx Boost for a disaor a disavow list frvow list from over 6 monthsom over 6 months
ago. Sitago. Site is still struggling on rankings.e is still struggling on rankings.

Google has no logical reason to crawl the spam links therefore it is recommended to use the Link Detox
Boost. Probably some pages are still affected by Penguin.
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Do I haDo I have tve to wait fo wait for the next data ror the next data refrefresh of Google tesh of Google to see if a link ro see if a link removal was sucemoval was succcessful?essful?

No. Usually you should see effects in link building or link removing after a couple days or weeks. Of course
very low quality links are only re-crawled every couple months, which could pose a problem.

Use the new Link Detox Boost to be better safe than sorry and waiting.

It can happen in certain cases that you will have to wait for the next update.
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QQuick question fuick question for LinkBoost: Do you haor LinkBoost: Do you have tve to ento enter all the individual URLs, or does it also work oner all the individual URLs, or does it also work on
domain level, fdomain level, for example: domain: xyz.cor example: domain: xyz.comom??

Domain should be sufficient

Some voices say that despite a domain-wide disavow, a recrawl of EVERY single page is necessary.

In our opinion this sounds crazy, but then who knows, we’re not Google, you’re not Google, and I want
to make sure you know about this method others are using.

This means you should use Link Detox Boost on the Homepage-Level for domain-wide disavows, AND
BOOST each single page you found your link on.

This would also mean you might need to to sitewide-filter=off BLP reports to find ALL links as we
cannot show then in DTOX report for a ton of reasons.
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What if the link I disaWhat if the link I disavowed is still on the linking pagevowed is still on the linking page? Does it mak? Does it make a diffe a differerencence how quick googlee how quick google
rrevisits the page/poor link if the link is still therevisits the page/poor link if the link is still theree??

Ideally we want the potentially bad link gone, but practically that can be difficult. Please make sure you
have uploaded the disavow file to Google Webmaster Tools, got confirmation and waited at least 48
hours before starting Boost.
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I am trying tI am trying to figuro figure out which plan te out which plan to upgrade to upgrade to. Io. If I go with Superherf I go with Superhero and need moro and need more then 10 booste then 10 boost
crcredits, can I add those individual as needed?edits, can I add those individual as needed?

Yes, we have +10 and +100 credit packages that you can buy as you go.
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Can I boost URLs frCan I boost URLs from multiple sitom multiple sites in 1 Link Detes in 1 Link Detoox Boost Rx Boost Reporteport??

No, it's always bound to the domain that you did the disavows for, so mixing up is not possible.
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Link DetLink Detoox Boost does not work! What should I dox Boost does not work! What should I do??

We are aware that removing a penalty is a hard and time-consuming process.

While boosting will speed up the whole disavow process for Google, it can still have many reasons why the
Link Detox Boost does not work as expected for a penalty in a specific case.

You need to look into your link profile in more detail to find the answers.

• Do you have disavowed enough bad links? How does your Domain DTOXRISK® look like?
• Are you suffering from an algorithmic penalty? In this case it can happen that you have to wait until the

next Google Update. But with the Boost you are now prepared!
• Have you disavowed all links with high DTOXRISK®? Quite often people disavow too few links because

they want to hold on to stronger links that cost them a lot in the past… wrong way
• Did you upload your WMT file and other backlink source files in the Link Detox report to be sure that no

links get lost?
• Have you received more potentially bad backlinks in the last days or weeks? Please re-run your Link

Detox to be sure or start a Link Alert. Could be a negative SEO issue or simply forgotten to upload GWT
link data

• Have you disavowed domains or pages? It is recommended to disavow the domains.
• Have you boosted all URLs which you have disavowed?
• Have all links been re-crawled already? You can check this by using the reprocessing button in your

report. This is free.
• Do you have enough good backlinks to rank again?
• Do you have any unnatural tops in your link profile, even when you clean up your report? Start a CLA

report for checking it.

TL:DR – Link Detox Boost speeds up the recovery process and working in Disavows faster, but if it’s not
enough disavowed, it’s not enough.
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What is the diffWhat is the differerencence between Link Dete between Link Detoox and Link Detx and Link Detoox Boostx Boost??

The Link Detox and the Link Detox Boost are 2 different tools, but you can use them together.

Link Detox supports you in identifying potential risky links. That helps you to decide which links should get
removed or disavowed.

http://www.linkresearchtools.com/tools/dtox/

Link Detox Boost forces the Google Bots to recrawl your disaow file. This way you can see faster
improvements in ranking.

http://www.linkresearchtools.com/tools/boost/
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